


: an editorial:

IN THIS cruel world, it is the fate of lost causes to 
be forgotten. John Brown’s body lies a-mouldering in 
the grave; Bonnie Prince Charlie lost both his battle 
and fame at Culloden... who remembers the short but tra
gic histories of the Orange Free State, the Volga Ger
man Republic, the Appalachian State of Franklin? (I am 
somewhat hampered by the fact that I have to use fer- 
gotten causes that everybody knows about...)

But the one lost cause that nobody seems to forget is the pitiful case of John 
Van Couvering, editor. I can think of no more hopeless cause than that of 
he known as ’’The Man Without a Magazine.” The man scorned by his contri
butors, reviled by his publishers, without a scrap of stencil in which to 
hide nis nakedness of acheivement. One of the lostest causes ever known to 
man... an ugly abortion of an idea which somehow pulled through...the "Junior 
Issue” of Shaggy was like an anvil around the neck of its editor. The cho5.ce 
was not sink or swim; it was sink or get sunk.

The case of Van Couvering, boy man, is thrown up...even regurgitated...time 
after time, and given various epitaphs: "Man, I’m glad I’m not in his shoes," 
"College can’t take all that time," and, "Well, whaddaya want from a goddam 
Outlander, anyway?"

I take soma consolation from the fact that Junior Memberships...and the Junior 
Member issue...have been done away with. But that’s just closing the barn 
after the cats have been let out of the bag. Since the night the Junior Is
sue was announced, you haven’t had any Junior Members.

There was Glenn Crabbs, who promised to dash off a monograph on Toxicology. 
I think he went back In Hiding. Tertian, stout fellow, offered a book re
view. To him I am indebted for making an offer at a time when all I had was 
mere promises. Hernhutter volunteered two complete book-length novels, five 
novelettes and many other shorter, more meaty yarns, all written in longhand 
on three-hole notebook paper. Paul Gordon smiled his glassy smile and said 
that he and Campbell had an agreement which forbad his donating any free ma
terial in order to protect Astounding’s sales.

In addition, I pinned down a brace of unplumbed pigeons from the outer wilds 
and got them talked into sending mo something to do with Junior College life 
and the fan. They went away thinking that if that was supposed to be funny, 
it was a damned poor idea of a joke. May all their girl friends wear falsies I

Let me say in conclusion that I bear no grudges. Any Junior Member (by defi
nition) who ever wants to edit an issue of Shaggy will have my full support.
But anyone who suggests that £ ddit another issue will get my support right 
whore he needs it, and I don’t mean with the left foot eitherI >

---- Read before LASFS, November
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Meeting of September 21st, 1950; 683nl Consecutive Meeting:

Perhaps the biggest entertainment of this meeting was a letter 
read by Rick Snenry, which wag f^m one of his "bosom buddies’. 
Unfortunately, the* secretary cannot recall the exact text of 1h e 
letter — he probably repressed it for reasons of mental stab11” 
Ity— but it seemed to deal with some Information this fellow 
had gained from a medium, who through the agency of our beloved 
departed ones dwelling on the Other Side, could predict the fu
ture. The gist of the predictions seemed to be that Southern 
California could expect the appearance of several earth-shaking 
events — namely, earthquakes. The writer of the letter, inci
dentally, lived in Florida. The letter goes on to explain that 
other disastrous occurences will take place the world over 
everywhere, except in the locality in which the writer was liv
ing.

Rick also read an article on the 8th World Sclence^Flction 
Convention in Newsweek. It was mostly about Dr. E. £. Smith. 
Tn fact, the onlv person mentioned in the same breath with him 
was God. The article was serious in nature, there being only 
one vaguelv derogatory remark, the assistant manager of the 
convention hotel~had remarked that he was sorry they had taken 
the convention. And: "Those fans are a queer lot and aren t 
good spender's."

A fan f^om Eugene, Oregon, Norman Hartman, arose under some 
nressurp and said a few words about The Eugene Science Fantasy 
Society — the name of which, he announced, has Just been 
chanced to The Eugene Science Fantasy Artisans, as so many of 
the Senters ere writers and artists. The chief reason Hitman 
came to L. A. was to get some first-hand contact with dlanetlcs, 
a subject he’s Interested In. Naturally, he was asked for hie 
Imnresslons, after his visit to the Foundation, he 
that on the whole, he’d been favorably .mpressed by dlan®^cs> 
Itself, but not by the people ’ho subscribed to^it. He added 
that this last remark was r.ot meant to Include /orrest J Acker- 
man, his agent.

Ross Rocklynne walked in Just as the meeting was drawing to a 
close. Ross’ who’s been absent from science-fiction .or nearly 
five years, says that he has a story coming up in Qalaxj,.

Keetin- of Thursday. .Sentember_28th; 68411^0onse.cutivp MegtinE.:

Forrest ma*e a few remarks about things which had happened 
Curine the week. He and some friends had made a 250-mlle round trio to sZe * Aldous Huxley, only to miss him as Huxley had to make
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an emergency visit elsewhere. He also briefly described a ”,lslt 
to Howard Hawks at RKO, who is making a picture,based cn Drn n. 
Stuart’s well-known novelette, !^ho Goes There?'1 Earl Kovehak, 
who read the script, could find little relationship, however, to 
the storv which had actually apneared In the pages of Astound Ing 
SCIENCE S’ICTION. Hawk’s version win be called ”The Thing”. 
Forrest also passed around the third Japanese issue of nmazing 
Stories.

Enh Koenlgsberg reviewed two books. First, : rhe Dreaming 
Jewels1’. He confessed th^t Inasmuch as he didn’t have an auto
graphed copy, the review couldn't be too favorable. Apparently, 
he felt the ’rork to be so-so. The second book was ’’Voyage of 
the Space Beagle”, by A. E. van Vogt. He thought that this waQ 
good science-fiction, on the whole, but that van Vogt had loused 
up ”Elack Destroyer”.

Forrest—again—had a couple of birth announcements: In 
April, ’’Little Miss Martian” would appear from E, Everett Evans, 
in Other Anu. possibly about the same time, the Rrad-
burys are having what he called ”A Small As—Susan”.

685th Consecutive Meeting; Thursday, October 1950:

This meeting, a startling new subject was mentioned on the 
discussion floor once or t’wlce: Dianetics, ’’The Science of 
Mind”, io'elated by L. Ron Hubbard, a science-fiction and fan
tasy wrlte'.'c Dick Turzlan told us that the first Issue of the 
new magazine, ]£hx?» had 3 debate between L. Ron Hubbard and a 
psychiatrist named Sacks on dlanetlcs. Hubbard was pro-dla- 
netics, and Sacks anti-. Alan Hershey remarked that dlanetlcs 
had received some mention In the current issue of The .Scientific 
American, in which it wag recorded that the American Psychologi
cal Association had asked their tf mt-?rs to place the subject In 
the experimental category, and not to tv as a therapeutic 
method nrematurely. Forrest Ack^rnar., he’ d seen Hucoard recent
ly, nassed on the Information that he z1.* loved us, BH- Cox, 
who’d talked with him briery the prev-L.\e , had a modi
fication to add: Tne^ rev! thred whom Hubbard would
like to b^il In oilr ”11 it t f<~- tb© f a tnat It would
give them mors ergramSc*

Forrest us that Dour-la Gollheim was, at last, releas- 
ing—or had decided on—'tne name of his literary magazine: Ten 
Fantasv Stories- He alsc read a portion of a letter from Oold, 
telling him the type of story he wanted for Galaxy. Gold said 
that he wanted the magazine to be a soa.? box, a pew, a crying 
wall, an ivory tower; in short, a ch^st to get things cf. of. 
He, Gold, said that this would be good for both the writer and 
the magazine.

This meeting’s talk was from Ed Sawyer of the Pacific 
Rocket Society who describe-3 some of the work currently being
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Len Moffat mentioned that Universal-International Pictures 
wore making "Abbott and Costello Meet the Invisible Man . Next, 
he sunnosed, they ”ould meet the Martians. The '
be called "The Martian Comioals". "Goody! squeaked Paul^Gordon, 
"then we’ll have science-fiction all to ourselves, again.

worrest read a revle” of Ray Bradbury's bcrok, "The Martian 
Chronicles", by Christopher Isherwood in the magazine, XpmoiX2*. 
Isherwood was very Imnressed with the novel and summed up his 
opinion by statins "that Mr. Bradbury's -as a very great and un
usual talent." Arrest mentioned that Bradbup- has designed his 
own jacket for his book, "The Illustrated Man . He d been gather 
disannointed with the jacket for "TMC as he found that it was 
hard'to spot on book shelves. It was suggested that the man who 
might remedy that situation would be Erle Eergey.

Bill'’Talker told us that he'd shown a couple of people at 
his nlace of -ork Campbell's editorial on the flying saucers In 
the October Issue of Astounding SCIENCE FICTION, and that they 
had become "violently Interested in science-fiction . That *as 
the most ominous statement macle at this meeting# had

688th Consecutive Meeting; Thursday, Qc^ober 26ttu 12^2:

No important business ^conducted at, this ^onle
then no one cared; it was the HUhre en • TiiUstratea Man, Alan 
— in e-tumes, Everett Evan^camo
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689th Consecutive M-etlrru Thursday., November ,2g., 1252:

Forrest Ackerman said that he had In ’ fB-

st
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know a couple of things definite y, u known scienoe-flo-
Lion was preparing a sequel to a certain oil Venus",
tlon movie; their new movie ;k Vwe filmed
Also, It 33ef/^ ’ f™up °f "Destination
Achievement "^l^whlch^some^men land on the moon and find a big 
bottle of Schenley. Or something.
690th Consecutive Meeting; Thursday., November 9.^, 12521

There was some discussion about a back file of S||ng£l^as. 
The one we don’t have, paries Walker suggested that^o could 
bound our year s output each . • • acCG3Siblo to the masses.
Public Library ’^thls nronosal. Eph Koenlgsberg
There was some discussion 5* are trying to nrognostlcato an
cracked, It se-ms to me th ® an esoteric publication----
indeterminable amount of think the secretary -ould get
and I’ll bet the elubmembers dldn.t

" '1! h. on8S£T^:Sw5m» shk 57% n«»- “• IIW'W «"r-
Forrest gave us the sad news that Hay 

This bit of Information was 
that he died recently of a strode

Palmer is gone—-one 
somewhat in contrtst 

to Wisconsin. This bit stroke. But this mlx-up
to the rumor that he died ^"C3 rPnOrt that Palmer has sold his

fantasv story.
Forrest also announced that the

^c^ce-flctlon for the gallx Ne^s—, Ward 

would take place at the Writers’ Guild.



—ON SCIENCE-FICTIONISTS, DIANETICS, AND THE FUTURE

WHEN Shangri-La Number 22 arrived, with its ”2150 A. D, the 
cover and a brilliant constellation of names on the contents page, I star
ted through it eagerly in search of the new ideas, the original concepts, 
the forward-looking descriptions which we have been propagandized into ex
pecting from science-fiction writers, and which they would contribute to 
a forum such as this.

On reaching the last page, I was so dumfounded that I went back and 
read it through again. But the words were still the same, and the same names 
were still attached to them.

Frankly, it -was and is incredible to me that the majority 01 the 
contributors to this anthology should actually be so disillusioned and dis
heartened with the world and its inhabitants that they are willing to put 
down for public view the fact thet they do not expect this globe to survive 
for two hundred years more, after it has gone along for some two billion 
years already with only minor damage.

It hardly seems possible that the five yearssince Hiroshima have, 
for example, changed Ray Bradbury from the witty, ribald exuberant chap 
knew asa fellow Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society Member ten years ago, 
into a morbid prophet of radioactive doom, along with many and
informed persons. Is this the result of a million years of man s d9TeloP- 
ment— that in half a decade they are willing to let the earth go up in fl 
if only it waits until after their lifetime to do so?

To write fiction about atomic and bacteriological catastrophe over
taking the earth in the future is all part of the game- a modern version of 
the creenie-crawlie school which runs chills down the spine of the reader by 
the creepie crawly throats. 3ut when the writers start believing
means of seems to be timG for some reconsideration of their and
what they 
our place in the system of things.

I have an excellent recollection of my own activities^ ^the^ first 
couple of years after the atomic era opened. I . — ™
uary 1946,bhat was probably the first conference in tne Los Angeles area 
atomic problems and control. A.E. van Vogt was the speaker. Bob Olsen an 
unexpected visitor, and we were plagued with the difficulties of trying 
record a talk in the pre-tape-and-wire days.

I remember organizing, in Jan- •

to

tal- 
or

I also recall W. Bradford Shank and others, including myself, 
king, lecturing, explaining, demonstrating, showing the film One 
Non!” until we knew every nuance of the commentator and every note of the mu- 
slc explaining to anyone who would listen that— "An atomic war could wipe 
out*civilization"—"Thore is no defense against the bomb”— The only solution 
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is to end war”—"There is no secret, other nations will have atomic bombs
in a few years."

Then, finally, I took a look at the situation— a go 3ong, dis
passionate historian’s look. I came to the considered conclu**. _that the 
threat to existence, compared with our state of evolution, wa-; no greater 
than the monaces the world has passed successfully through before. I turned 
to other, more constructive matters like interplanetary rockets and the 
problomrof Atlantis, and have not tried to be a world-saver since then.

Because the -world crisis turned out to be only : nc.^nn... L'. ^kcal 
development of the evolution of man, nations, and the c^rae of ozis. nee 
as a whole. Because we live in a time of crisis, we yj 'coed t-o magnify it 
out of all proportion. There are excellent comparebetween the present 
disaster-mongers and the world-end scares of 1000 A. 1881 A. D., and o- 
thers. The present political situation has an almost exact parallel which 
took place l,981xyears ago. ((That’s er., uh.. 31 B.C.)?d.))

Since the letters to prospective contributors in this Shangri-LA 
symposium were sent Out in February of this year, and the articles re prob
ably in most cases written soon afterward, they display the fact of having 
been written before dianetics arrived on the science-fiction sceno. If they 
had been done later, it seems certain that at least several of the writers 
would have expressed different and more optimistic views on the future, since 
they are at present boosting dianetics as the only solution yo mankind’s 
woes, ills, and problems.

Since science-fiction was actually the liter i/y midwife of dianetics, 
it is only logical that sciwtifictionists should haw a roup interest and 
enthusiasm for dianetics. Fuwever, I hope taut thy a. -: taking up lor 
something besides the cuporhuiaar- angle. I was fo^cunuxe cnov.gn to be pres
ent at the Los Angeles Scicnc*. Fantasy Society when a letter from one of the 
highest-ranking officials of tne Hubbard Research Foundation was read aloud. 
And it closed with these words, in effect: ’’Dianetics will not make you in
to a god— just into a superman.” I remember that early in 1941, and undoubt
edly later, serious articles were appearing in the fan press with such titles 
as, "Are Fans Slans?" And so we are addressing our comments and opinions on 
dianetics to those who should, logically, be most interested.

Although at the present writing public knowledge of dianetics is on
ly four months old, L. Ron Hubbard’s dramatic solution for the world’s trou- 
bles appears to be working and producing results. The major reservation which 
I believe should be regarded is— Are the dianetics ” archer s, who in- 
elude some of those pessimistic science^Fictionistr too fast £n
^trieTTTel^sT^e^n with their T^ar of the atomic'uno hydrogen bombs to 
spur thorn on^*

Whut will these clears and releases be like in ten years? In twenty 
years? Can Hubbard be sure, with the relatively short time he has spent de
veloping dianetics, that he has really solved all the problems of deaxing with 
the human mind? Or will the future find these individuals relapsing into a 
state much worse than their pre-pre-clear condition? Some forms of Eastern 
Yoga, which strongly resemble the dianetic technique of reverie, produce men
tal brilliance far above the norm, but the restrictions which are thereby im
posed on the persons who undertake them (no indulgence in the second dynamic,
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for example) are so stringent that they have never 
been suitably adapted to the habits and temperament 
of the Western world.

In this same connection, the use of "guk:f 
to assist in attaining reverie seems to me to be a 
most dangerous procedure. So little is known about 
synergistic reactions that this mysterious ngukn may, 
in certain aberrated body chemistries, have exceed
ingly detrimental effects during or after its use. 
Has the Hubbard Dianttic Research Foundation tabu
lated data on the comparitive ease of releasing and 
clearing vegetarians and non-vegetarians? I would 
be willing to predict that the former are easier to 
work with, and that instead of secret chemical mix
tures, a vegetarian diet would be the greatest assist 
that dianetic therapy could have.

What is going to be the attitude of clears toward war* Has the Hubbard 
Dianetic Research Foundation solved the problem of whether a clear will take 
part in a war or not? If they do participate in the mass insanity and slaugh
ter which is war, they cannot be called clear according to the dianetic def
inition. And if clears start registering as conscientious objectors to war, 
who—the Dianetic Foundation or themselves— should provide the lawyers to de
fend them in the courts and military tribunals before which they will be haled?

Also, what is going to be the result of the armed forces using di
anetics on its high officers* Will these men discover that war is folly 
and start resigning their commissions* Will there be c^urtrartia]s of 
cleared officers because they refuse to carry out their duties it cbedience 
to the fourth dynamic (and the first)? Or will they us'» their new-found 
clarity of mind to develop ever better and more destructive weapons and more 
ingenious means and methods of warfare?

These are pointed questions, and they have been stated bluntly. But 
none of them have ever been answered when submitted in writing to one qfter 
another of the forums on dianetics. They are the points where I believe di- 
anetics may fail, or fall into error, and I think are deserving of immediate 
attention. Not all of the workers with dianetics posess Hubbard’s eclectic 
mind, and in dashing ahead in a field where the technique of one week may be 
obsolete the next, some slight degree of caution is definitely indicated. 
Temporary improvements are not worth the possibilities of incurable relapses 
later.

Finally, dianetics will be only another panac^r. f^r today, and not 
a concept for tomorrow and the years to come, until its 2roPcilents discover 
the fifth dynamic. The fifth dynamic will also solve some of the peculiar 
items which pop out in dianetic auditing to baffle both auditor and pre-clear 
alike, such as the case of the woman (described by auditor David Sou*-h at the 
Forum) who went back on her time track to the burning of Rome, and another re
ported case where the pre-clear went forward in time instead of back.

Whether dianetics will recognize this deficiency and be able to cor
rect it, and thereby develop into a really valuable and permanent contribution

? IO
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to civilization, or will ignore it and lapse into being only a more rapidly- 
working outgrowth of present day mental science, remains to be seen.

Returning to the relationship of science-fictionists to dianetics: 
dianetics, if accepted by all science-fiction fans, spells the end of fan
dom. Can you conceive a clear sitting idly in a comfortable clubroom while 
the atomic bomb is at large? Can you imagine clears not wanting to bu.ld 
more rockets instead of reading about them? Can you picture a clear . i-lng 
in the world of today and wasting his/ier time in discussing what some fa
vorite author says should be done, rather than getting out and doing wha-. 
is necessary’

For the first time in years, many fans are going to find themselves 
doing their own thinking about the future. It will be a startling experience 
for some of them. I have been plagued for a long time by the suspicion ^hat 
science-fiction fans do not wantjthe future to happen. That rockets, atomic 
power, and the other developments of contemporary science were fine as dreams 
in a pulp magazine, but that they are somewhat less glamorous and intriguing 
when they arrive as part of everyday life. When rockets do reach the Moon, 
Mars, and Venus—with no help from the fans—and the real facts about our 
neighbors in space are feund out, there will be no room for wild speculations 
on these themes, and a large number of science-fiction’s favorite playgrounds 
will lose their appeal.

But meanwhile, tomorrow is moving upon us. Tomorrow is not going 
to wait for dianetics, because if the inefficiency of the forum being held 
in Los Angeles is any criterion--where meetings announced for 10:30 gharg 
have sometimes not started by 11:00, and the speakers when audible sound 
like religious evangelists (Conway), "think-and-get-rich" promoters McRorie) 
or have not even been informed of elementary Forum procedure (Winter)--it 
will still take a long time for practical experience to be supplanted by 
meteoric mental brilliance in the actual practice of running things, whether 
they be oneself, a meeting, or the world. Such matters also give a poor 
impression of dianetics to any person who is just becoming acquainted with 
dianetics. ti^ new science of mental health.

The coming world is not going to wait for innocuous, absent-minded 
clears, like the one Mr. Hubbard paraded out on the stage at his Shrine Au
ditorium meeting, to grow up and take over. It is not going to wait to be 
built by little groups of pre-clears who are sitting around auditing one a 
nother/ Those who remember the Oxford Group, with its meetings of confession 
in which the end result was that each person tried to confess bigger and bet
ter sins than the next, will see the close resemblance to dianetic circles 
where the participants are bragging about their engrams and how many hours 
of therapy tney have had and how they are going to a perfectly marvelo s 
auditor that you simply must try, my dear 1" (I do not exaggerate. I have 
heard all these things myself.)

The world of tomorrow is being built now by men and women who are 
doing things about it. As an example, a major step toward the semantica .y 
sound universal language, predicted by Bob Olson in his optimistic cort 
bution to the Shangri-LA symposium, -was made seven years ago. Its name is 
"Interglossa" and it was developed by Launcelot Hogben, author of* Science 
For the Citizen," and the preface for Bodner’s "Loom of Language. How many 
science-fiction fans have ever heard of it’
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The world of tomorrow is going to be made by men of dreams and ac
tion like Garry Davis, the young American ex-soldier who stood up in the bal
cony at the United Nations Assembly at Paris in December, 1948, and inter
rupted their funereal deliberations with these words:

Chairman and Delegates— I interrupt you in the name of th^ 
people of the world not represented here. Though my words may go unheeded, 
our common need for world law and order can no longer be disregarded.

"We, the people, want the peace which only a World Government can give.

"The sovereign states you represent divide us and lead us into ^he 
abyss of Total War.

"I call upon you to no longer deceive us by thia illusion of po.:'- 
ical authority.

"I call upon you to convene forthwith a World Constituent Assem -5y 
to raise a standard around which all men can gather, the standard of true 
peace, of one Government for one World.

"And if you fail us in this— stand aside, for a people*s World 
Assembly will arise from our own ranks to create such a government!

"Nothing less will meet our need.”

Of all the science-fiction writers who have pictured a future world 
in their stories, probably the most accurate of all was done by an author who 
is now somewhat under a cloud-- Olaf Stapledon. In his little book, "Cid Man 
in New World," published in 1943, he says:

"But...the Third World War never happened... When both sides were 
mobilizing, and the war was due at any minute, something happened which would 
have been impossible at any other time in history. You remember how govern
ment propaganda for the war never really caught on, on either side; and how 
at the critical moment an extraordinary popular clamor against war and against 
social robotism broke out on both sides. Who was really responsible for that? 
Why, the new ’agnostic mystics,’ of course. They started the world strike 
in America and Russia.*. (This) now group, who weren't strictly pacifists but 
social revolutionaries with a religious motive— they found conditions ripe, 
and they did the trick. Obviously you must know the story, how everyone 
downed tool:: and was ready to die for the new hope. Thousands must havi been 
imprisoned, hundreds shot. But presently the governments found their 
forces were mutinying*,. The power of comradeship...developed into a nuvged 
and clarified will for the light...; a will for a more fully human way of li
ving, for intelligence, and otlier-respecting community, and for creative ac
tion in all human affairs."

Since Garry Davis made his ringing declaration; more than a million 
persons have enrolled themselves in the World Citizen's Registry; moro then 
a hundred European towns have declared themselves "mundialized"—world com
munities; young men have walked out of the ranks to lay their rifles ft the 
feet of their generals as a symbol of protest; and there is no reason to be
lieve that the great mass of ordinary people in the Soviet Union feel otherwise.

The recent attempt of the Puerto Rican Nationalists might be called a "Fawkes-pas"
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Those persons who give up in despair, ■those who are waiting until 
they can improve themselves, those who refuse to face the challenge of to- 
morrow-- who see disaster to the earth instead of a normal period of tur
moil which accompanies the birth of a new age— they are standing in the way 
of progress, and will be swept aside by the inevitable march of those who are 
already moving ferward into a new wprld.

THE DICTATOR strode angrily to the wall panel which covered one 
whole side of his office.

”S-8“S—so!" his hissed, and his fawning followers cowered beneath 
the fury of his glance. "S-s-s-so! The decadent democracies 
defy me, do they? Me - the great Kallikak - Lord of more than 
half the Earth and sole inventor of the only infallible system 
of pushbutton warfare! We shall soon see how they feel when the 
bombs begin to fall and the earth itself begins to melt away un
der their feet!’’

Furiously he began to punch button after button on the panel.
As each one glowed red beneath his flying fingers he -watched the 
visiscreens that showed the capitols of every nation with which 
he was waging war.

After punching the first dozen, he stopped, puzzled. There we 
no changes in any of the peaceful scenes depicted on the screws, 
Wildly he reached out and began clawing at one button after 
ther indiscriminately. Howling with rage, he finally covered 
whole board with glowing dots of red, but still no change in -.ur 
pictures...no reports of any holocausts from abroad.

Purple with anger and foaming at the mouth, Kallikak dropped to 
the floor, felled by a stroke brought on by his rage and fru 4. ra
tion. What could possibly have gone wrong?

The Prime Minister stepped forward and examined the push-butnca 
panel carefully.

"It is .just as we feared," he said finally. "The Great Kallikak 
never did have all his buttons!"



THZ M5IIACUITH I3AH3: A Survey of Weird Tales, 19^0-1950

Around the first of October, 1933, the first issue of 
Tales -dited and published in Nev; York appeared on the natior j 
newsstands. Previously the Unique Magazine had been edited fpm 
Michigan Avenue in Chicago and published in nearoy Indianapolis 
by the Popular Fiction Publishin3 Company. The Indianapolis-pub
lished magazine? were printed on a 300^, book-quality paper, 
an unusual and distinctive type face utilized in both the text <iu 
story and poetry headings. They had been distinguished by ..rj > >od 
taste evidenced in their physical make-up and in the quality 
of their illustrations and of the excellent reproduction p- 
these by the Indianapolis publisher. Nov, without wamins p .p 
rsaders, the -rand old lady of Michigan Avenue had sousht SuCi v -x 
under the scra^tly wins of a New fork publishing house inco.\o 
under ths name^of its sole publication, a ra3‘ta7 pulp ^nowi es 
Short Stories.

The initial, or November, 1933, issue of the new Veird 
must have been a ehock to the ma3azine's regular readers, -he 
pacer stock used was the worst sort of wood pulp. The tex , y>-3 
face was identical with that of Short Stories, lar3e, heap 
wearyln3 to the eye. 3y a stroke of 3ood f^tune, howev.-■ --
unicue storv-head tyne, with the lar3e, exotic capital let.--, s 
so familarin the old Weird Tales, had either been orou3ht .;om 
Indianapolis or duplicated in Hew lork, but this item, the ?<*tle 
band on'the cover,’the back strip, with date and volume number. 
The Syrie department heading and the authors represented on the 
enntents oa^e provided the only recognizable features remain.. ^ 
from th? old magazine. The cover and interior illustrations nad 
been done by unfamiliar --and mediocre—artists, the conten ... ;y,- 
format was entirely different from that used in ths Pppuxr • 
issues, and-perhaps worst of all-both sides of 
the inside of the front, ano some seven of the interior pu?: 
were embellished with the worst variety of ®heapjac.. adv- '
•^ut however depressing this "new loox appeared to re3uia. .-a-- 
the’most’downcast must'have felt that this was a 
that this November Issue had been produced under undue 
and the severe pressure of a publishing deadline, ar d . 
movements would be forthcoming In short ord=r. for a planet 
the contents pa3e provided the reassuring Information that 
Farnsworth Wrl3ht was still editor of Weird Talv-s.

*It Is true that the Interior illustrator, Joseph Doolin, 
had done a 3ood deal of work in the Popular ^^ion '-e-rds 
between September, 1931, and March, 1932, out his wox - f o. 
the November, 1930 WT —as well as for the December, L>^ and 
January and February, 1939 Issues—was In so difterenc a ut/le 
and comparatively so poor that he can hardly be considered
ths same artist PJ4



The cause of this vital switch in publishers is unknown to 
me. I suspect that some research into the court records of 
the city of Indianapolis mijht reveal a bankruptcy filing by 
Popular Fiction Publishing Company; Weird Tales had lon^ been the 
only periodical publication on Popular Fiction’s list* and, 
appearin’: as it did, without advertisements--the only marine 
in the professional science-fiction or fantasy field which did-- 
its limited newsstand sales must many times have fallen below 
a profitable level. 3e that as it may, a change in publishers 
was effected; Weird Tales had become in its new circumstances— 
an appropriate analogy--as a Lucifer fallen from prace, sustained 
in partial and probationary beatitude only by the editorial in
fluence of Farnsworth Wright.

3ut Hell was not far. Wright had little more then a year 
nf existence left in that unfortunate fall of 1930. For a while, 
however, it seemed that readers' hones, bouyed in the catastrophe 
by the fact of Wright’s continuing editorship, had been well- 
founded, and Weird'Tales would have many years more of worthwhile 
fantasy, in illustration, prose, and poetry. The December, 1933 
issue contained two illustrations by Finlay, and the quality of 
the fiction, as tn the November number, was equal to anything 
which had appeared before. The cover, however, was lurid and 
Parish: a far cry from the quiet tones of th: Drunda^e pastels 
which had decorated the Unique Magazine's covers prior to November. 
The remainder of the interior illustrations were of poor quality, 
and the wood pulp newsprint was unchanged. It was too early yet 
to judpe reader reaction; the letters in the Syrie commented only 
on the September and October issues.

0^ th® first of December, the January, 1939 issue made its 
appearance. There had definitely been a turn for the better in 
nake-un. Not only had Virgil Finlay, whose illustrations had seen 
the joy of readers of the Popular Fiction Weird Tales, done most 
of th® interior work, but he had produced a cover painting which, 
if not amons the best of his works, shone in splendid contrast 
to the 3audy daubs which had just preceded his work on the na^a- 
zin®’s cover and promised better things to come. Finlay, 
wisely had adapted" his technique to the poorer quality paper of 
the new Weird Tales, and the heavily shaded, undetailed wor^ 
reproduced excellently. The fiction, headed by one of the oest 
of*the Fobert 3 loch chillers, "Waxworks," was uniformly excellent. 
Manly Wade Wellman’s "These Doth the Lord Hate," was .unusually 
pood, and the new serial by the author of the well-liked ’ Last 
Pharoah" in the old Weird Tales, entitled, I Found Cleopatra 
was progressing brilliantly. 3ut it is in the reader s Column 
that wefind the significant material in this issue.

Farnsworth Wright, in an editorial message obviously written 
with considerable concern over reader reaction to the new change 
in publisher and format make-up, states in the Lyric of the Jan
uary issue that, although "the readers of Weird Tales ha^e sent 



us a Veritable flood of letters expressing your fear that the 
change of publisher may result in a deterioration of the maga 
sine’s contents, the elimination of Virgil exquisite illustrations 
from our oajes, or some other equalV serious calamity he wished 
to reassure^them as well as "the thousands of readers who have 
not writ^ in, that we shall continue to give you the best weird 
fir.tio” written today, and r>elntaln the literary and artistic 
-■tandards which have built the reputation of this magazine through 
the sixteen years of its existence, and placed it far ahead of 
all others in its field. Any other policy would be suicidal.1' 
The reader has the impression--or is it only my Imagination?- 
that Wright is being deliberately guarded and cautious in hi.? 
phraseology, that he had a considerable tussle with his net uo 
ilshers in order to maintain the Unique Magazine in some 
of its previous self, and that he is still not sure how much L = 
can do to avoid the further "pulpizlng" of his magazine, o" vhe 
then he can even reverse the inroads of cheapness the new pre • 1 jur 
has already Introduced into the magazine. Certain things whit ' 
happened to Weird Tales after Wright's death would seem to beer 
this possibility out.

Some readers' comments in this Eyrie are interesting. A Joe 
Aloigi, of Los Angeles, writes, “How come the new typography all 
of a sudden, all unannounced? Where is Virgil Finlay? H m come 
M, Brundage is not on the cover this month (November)? Hr/ come 
WT’s change of address from Chicago to New York?" (Mr. Alo4.si 
must havebeen either a hopeful author, submitting weird r, .les 
regularly, or an unusually observant fan to have noticed this 
fairly obscure matter). A Miss Annabelle Lantz of Chicago writes, 
’’The November Issue lacked the dignity and mystery that the former 
Issues possessed. The stories were still all up to standard--^ 
weird and spooky--but how can ths reader enjoy them if he hesn’t 
got the feeling that he’s reading a magazine that’s different? 
I missed Brundage’s exotic cover and Finaly’s delicate illustra
tions and the short stories that are usually present at the^ back 
of the book... .Please don’t dispense with our old-style book, 
give us back the same print and illustrations that gave ths maga
zine the aura of dinnity and mystery that the November is u:; 
lacked." A Margaret Runyan of Maryland writes, 'What is ~ u
matter with the^current issue of WT? ...No Virgil Fin lx ‘ ;tures. 
And so on. Nearly all the letters mentioning the November issue s 
format indicated alarm and distaste. Only one, from a He - i 3. 
MacDonald (perhaps also a writer) of Yonkers reflected an 
reaction, possibly engendered by state pride. He remar I 
see you have moved to New York. That’s fine. It seemed, to In
dicate that Weird Tales is growing nicely."

Opposite the January, 1939 Eyrie, on the opposing page, was 
an announcement also of great significance in a study of the 
tormented contortions the Unique Magazine was undergoing with its 
new publisher. "The size of Weird Tales," states this anr.ouace- 
ment, "will be increased to 160 pages, beginning with the x^eoruary 
issue." The former, or "normal" size had been 130 pages. Had 
Wri-tht’s publisher, or Wright himself, some detailed foreknowledge 
of the new Street and Smith magazine whose Impending appearance 
was imminent, and whose influence was to change the whole course 
of magazine fantasy in our time? 0 z --William 31ackbeard
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FANS are always talking about 
the future, and speculating as 
to when such and such a thing is 
going t« happen. I decided to try 
and pin the club down on a few points, 
so a couple meetings back I passed out 
slips of paper and asked everyone to an-i 
swer a series of questions... They all * 
concerned events that we expect to happen \ 
some time in the near future, and could be
answered with a date an infinity sign (if *
the police thought it would never happen) 
question mark if he just didn’t know.

It 
days to work out any conclusions from the

took me 
24 sets

I received. About the only thing that one could

a couple 
of answers 
be sure of

I by ShF fifty

that the fans weren’t sure when anything would happen.. But
was
then farj;

aren’t supposed to be experts. . So here are the results, for what they are 
worth.. See how they would stack up to your own personal predictions.. Here 
is one poll where it is best to be only "average.”

<

i

The first question was. "When 
do you think the shooting war in Korea will end’" This one we may live long 
enough to check on. It is also the one we are best informed on. The average 
date selected was late in 1951. Two thought it would end this year (Dec. 19*0) 
and another thought it would last until 1958. Two others said it wouldn’t 
end until after the next presidential election. I’d like to remind the readers 
that this was just after the first intervention of the Chinese Reds.

The sec
ond question was in the same vein* "When do you think a shooting war wxl’. s sert 
with Russia itself?" "Experts" have been predicting that a war was fiv-i y^rrs 
off for the last fivo years. The average fan seems to think it is even -‘.rier. 
They picked late in 1958 as the likely time. Though there was a minority r 
port of six who felt that it would never happen. Of those naming a date 1 >ur 
thought it would be next year, and one 1975. I personally think that x. it 
doesn’t happen within the next fifteen years that it never will. The b’g ques
tion is: How are we going to keep alive for 15 years?

Uy next question
"TJhen do you think the H-Bomb will be perfected?" Well, the fans don’t ria 
to think the H-Bomb will touch off a war, as the average vote cast war 
summer, 1954. And only four thought it would never be perfected. r o
thought it would not be until 1970. Maybe I’d better explain that "sumn. r"

?• n



FAN POLL j SNEARY

is the fractional remainder after the average year has been found. In this 
case it was something like 5/9.

The Fourth question was, "Vlhen do you think 
the first space-rocket (possibly unmanned) will be launched?” I was rather 
surprised to find the average at late in 1965. I think this is partly due 
to the one vote that placed it at 2025. The lowest vote was 1952, though one 
said a rocket had reached Venus in 1944. This long estimate doesn’t seem 
to fit,vwhen you consider the interest in rocketry nowadays, and the oft re
peated statement *f the rocket societies that they could build one now, given 
the money and equipment.

Question five was, "When do you think the first atomic 
engine adapted for rocket ships will be used?” Here, despite the fact that 
the government is working on an atomic powered submarine, the average selection 
leaped far into the future and chose 1994 as the date. The lowest date anyone 
gave was 1952, whereas one said 2055, with three others saying 2000. Three 
thought it would never happen, one saying that something else would be inven
ted and used in its place.

The sixth question waa, "When do you think the first 
space station will be built’” Here the average opinion was the first part of 
1979. Still, one fan thought it would never be done, while one said Dec. 19- 
52. The farthest in the future anyone guessed was 2100.

Questioh seven was a- 
nother step in the conquest of space : "VThon do you think men will land on 
Mars? The average answer placed that momentous day as somewhere in July, 2018. 
However, one thought that it would never happen at all. (I expect to reap 
rich rewards by blackmailing this fake fan.)

The eighth question was, "When do 
you think we will make our first interstellar rocket?” Here, the leap into the 
far future is probably justified, as it will probably take a new scientific 
principle to make such a ship possible. The average of the answers was the 
middle of 2300, with extremes from 1952 to three 3000’s.

Question nine was a 
change of pace: "When do you think the next depression will hit us?” One hap
py soul said it started in 1949, another selected 1981, but the average brought 
it down to August, 1951. This agrees with what the men whs study cycles say. 
All the major and minor depression peaks are due just about now. Save your 
money, kids, it*11 be a long, cold winter.

Question ten was, "TThen do you think 
they will find a cure for cancer?” One had no idea, another thought they never 
would, but the rest of the answers averaged out as July, 1965. One thought it 
would be found next year, and two said it had already been discovered but not 
recognised in 1949. The most distant answer was in 1999.

On to question o- 
leven, which asked, "When do you think color video will be in general use?” 
Here, the arguing going on between the different companies seems to have made 
the average fan think it will be a while before color is added to the "Martian 
Torture Machine," as the average answer was 1952. ((However, see Nov. 17 LIFE.))
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The longest range guess was a unanimous six who though that we wouldn’t have it 
until 1955. (For some reason, out of 23 answers nobody hit on 1954. The law 
of averages must be a bit off. Or else the fans are a bit off.)

For question 
twelve I asked, "When do you think they will invent a workable ray-gun?" I had 
in mind the nice neat little portable things that go "Zaaap" and do unpleasant 
things to the folks they are pointed at. Five fans didn’t believe they ever 
would, end three had no idea. The rest hit an average of late 1957. One answer 
was ”1925” and another simply "They have," referring to the cyclotron, I suppose. 
It may be a very deadly ray-gun, but it isn’t very portable.

In the same line, 
question 13 was, "When do you think they will build an independent thinking ma
chine i or in other words a robot?" Three people thought they never would, but 
the average put it at mid-December of 2111. The most optimistic answer was 19- 
52, and at the other end we had 2625. One pollee had 1949, but I am sure he was 
referring to the mechanical mice written up in LIFE. I was in all cases refer
ring to a semi-humanoid with reasoning power at least on the moron level, and 
being science-fiction fans, the polices as a whole realized this.

question four
teen was, "When do you think they will master gravity with either an anti-grav
ity or a null-gravity apparatus?" Here the results were mostly on the negative 
side, nine saying that it would never happen with two others naming odd dates, 
1949 (for what reason I don’t know) and the other, "April issue of £ther Worlds,' 
1951." This males even less sense, even knowing who said it. Anyway, the 
average guess put it just five years beyond the robot, 2116.

Question fifteen 
was, "Then do you think the world will bo ruled by one government?" Hore pes
simism ran high, and the average was 2027. (Two scid 1984.) Two thought it 
would never happen, and the soonest was 1959, one year short of my answer. 1’he 
highest v/as 2500.

Swinging into our field was question 16, "When do you think they 
will issue the first slick (like the Post) all-science-fiction magazine?" Four 
fans with no faith in the future said never, but the rest placed it in August 
1952. The most pessimistic thought it would be along about the year 1962.

?/ith the seventeenth and last question I asked, "When do you think wo will see 
an official World Fan Convention outside of North America?" My idea was that 
with science-fiction becoming more international in scope, that some day another 
country might outvote the U.S. delegation and win a site. Six thought never, 
and one had no idea. The rest settled on early 1959, which isn’t so far off. 
Good thing they didn’t say 1958; I’d hate to have to move South Gate to England 
just to hold a convention there.

I want to thank Paul Gordon for his help, and 
the following LASFSers and guests who answered the poll: Helen Cinders, Dave 
Fox, Bill Blackboard, Ed Connor, Frank Quatrocci, Ira Rosen, Howard Topp, Rory 
Faulkner, Charles Walker, Bill Cox, Paul Gordon, Forry Ackerman, Jean Cox, EEEvans, 
David Lesperance, Alan Hershey, Monty Hind, Alan Schaeffer, Richard Terzian, 
John Hi.id, Len Moffatt, PEUinders, Helene Mears, and myself...

/f
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Together they were about to perpetrate the greatest 
crane imaginable. Feverishly they '.rent over the details, a- 
gain and again referring to the bottle of pale enervating li
quid, Occasionally one would burst out with an eerie piercing 
scream, subsiding into chortles of fiendish glee, rubbing their 
hands together in silent agreement. Slowly the "hole thing was 
tailing shape, a shape so horrible as to remain forever nameless- 
ly referred to as "The Thing,”

"Dunderkopfscreamed Virile Van Couvering.

"liein Herr, you is loaded but not aimed," smiled Steady 
Sneary, pointing to the blade machine.

A picture fell off the wall, shattering the silence.

Virile approached the machine with unconcealed excitement, 
lie marveled at the complex morass of gears, rods, pistons, and 
rollers. The mechanism of the machine puzzled him still, and he 
turned towards Joltin’ Jessie, as if to question her. But he hesi
tated, and then returned to the machine. His fingers found their 
position on the handle, and soon the machine began to hum. A 
queer kavoom, Lavish, kavoou, Lavish emanated from its throat.

Iloody ..ears sat in one corner of the room, biting her lips. 
She watched the proceedings at the black machine with baleful 
bloodshot eyes. This effort was doomed, Jie kept muttering, 
And so was the pale enervating liquid, her subconscious told her. 
Acting upon p- re animal instinct, ..oody grabbo the empty bottle 
and disappeared into the night.

"You’d better hurry up, Lioody," cried steady as he saw her 
retreating form.

"Up and at ’em again,” cried Virile. "I’m only ~r ’ng 
slightly messy,” as be wiped his hands on a grimy rag. hu-iller, 
schneller, inner schnellerl”

Suddenly hoody burst in the door, waving a sheaf of s^iss 
cheese and with another bottle of pale enervating liquil clutched 
to her ample bosom.

"Tell me not in stencils mournful--" cane from the clenched 
lips of Steady Sneary.

"That’s about enough for right now--” Joltin’ Jes ■: c said.

And so it was..,.

THIS IS THE if^ARS C0HT3I3UTI0H TO THIS Al/FUL ISSUE OF SHAGGY
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